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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Much has been written – and will be written – about the omnichannel revolution underway in the retail 
industry. Omnichannel has become the watchword of the decade, and has a dizzying number of definitions. 
As the dust starts to settle, retailers and their trading partners are realizing that omnichannel simply 
describes consumers’ desire to have a seamless shopping experience regardless of where and how they 
engage with a seller. It’s about providing the item customers want, when and where they want to 
purchase it.  

Many companies have made valid recommendations about how retailers must reinvent their front-office 
functions, including merchandising, marketing, sales and customer service. Others have focused on 
streamlining back-office functions, like IT, finance and operations. All of these improvements need to work in 
unison to satisfy the expectations of the omnichannel consumer. While consumers crave simplicity, retailers 
have to master enormous complexity and reinvention behind the scenes to deliver the simplicity 
consumers seek.

But this inward focus will not be enough. Retailers need to look beyond their four walls to achieve true 
integration across shopping channels, including physical and digital commerce (e-commerce, mobile 
commerce and social commerce). The relationships between companies – namely, how retailers work with 
their suppliers and other trading partners – must be reinvented from the ground up.

The only way retail companies can successfully navigate the complexity of the omnichannel landscape is by 
taking a “networked” approach to their relationships with their trading community. Just as social networks, 
such as Facebook and LinkedIn, have changed how individuals, brands and companies connect with each 
other, communities of retail trading partners known as retail networks are transforming the retail industry. 
By allowing retailers, suppliers and other trading partners to integrate with each other as quickly and easily 
as friends “like” each other on social networks, retail networks have removed the barriers from turning 
omnichannel vision into reality. These emerging networks, described in detail in the forthcoming pages, are 
becoming part of the fabric of competitive retail organizations.
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2009
$155B

e-commerce sales

$189B

web-influenced sales

2014
$300B

e-commerce sales

$1.4T

web-influenced sales

The Reinvention of Retail

To say that retail has changed in the last decade would be a dramatic understatement. Industry experts 
agree that the industry has changed more in the last decade than it has over the last century. And the pace 
of change is rapidly accelerating.

In the 1990s, the e-commerce revolution took flight with the launch of Amazon.com, and the tens of 
thousands of e-commerce businesses that followed – everything from airline ticket retailers to house 
sale brokers. Since that time, the industry has embraced e-commerce for the precision and reach it offers, 
enabling retailers and suppliers to engage consumers more directly with greater return-on-investment. 

In the last few years alone, e-commerce sales have grown from $155 billion to $300 billion.1 And the growth 
of sales influenced by consumers’  Web behavior is even more dramatic. In 2009, industry analysts did not 
even track the magnitude of Web-influenced sales because of their negligible impact. By 2014, 
Web-influenced sales reached $1.4 trillion.2

Consumers have flocked to this phenomenon for many of the same reasons – they can more confidently 
make purchases, assured they’ve found the item that meets their exact needs, that it’s competitively priced, 
and that it’s available within hours or days.  

2009
$155B

e-commerce sales

$189B

web-influenced sales

2014
$300B

e-commerce sales

$1.4T

web-influenced sales

1http://www.bizreport.com/2009/01/forrester_growth_forecast_for_2009_online_retail_sales.html
2https://www.forrester.com/US+CrossChannel+Retail+Sales+Forecast+2014+To+2018/fulltext/-/E-RES115515
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One of the accelerating factors in e-commerce 
growth is mobile adoption. Sales of smartphones 
grew from 139 million units in 2008 to 1 billion 
units in 2013.3 In addition, tablets, which were 
virtually nonexistent just five years ago, sold more 
than 180 million units in 2013.4 Social media use 
has also been a primary driver in e-commerce 
and mobile commerce growth, with almost half 
of shoppers using social channels to research and 
share their purchases, ensuring they arrive at the 
point of sale with a strong opinion of what item 
they intend to purchase.

In addition, the definition of a successful order to a consumer has radically changed. In 2009, the gold 
standard of supply chain success, as defined by industry organization VCF, was known as  “the perfect order.”  
The perfect order represented flawless execution of orders as judged by a retailer, where delivery was to a 
distribution center.  To achieve a 100 percent perfect order score, a vendor needed to ship on time, complete 
and damage-free orders with complete and accurate documentation.

Today, the consumer rather than the retailer is the arbiter of an order’s success – and the complexity of 
achieving the perfect order has grown exponentially. All trading partners must operate in unison to satisfy 
consumers’ requirements for product information, social validation, inventory information, competitive 
pricing, convenient fulfillment, convenient returns and more to achieve the perfect order in an omnichannel 
world.

RETAILER

VENDOR

CONSUMER

3PL

Product information
Social validation

Inventory information
Competitive pricing

Convenient fulfillment
Convenient returns

2012

2013
1 Billion Units

137 Million Units

100m          250m          500m          750m          1b          1.25b

SMARTPHONE SALES

THE PERFECT ORDER—A CONSUMER’S VIEW

3 http://www.zdnet.com/gartner-sees-slowdown-in-smartphone-sales-growth-3039625974
4 http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2645115
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The Rise of the Omnichannel Consumer

Today’s shopping experience has radically changed and the lines between the physical store and digital 
(e-commerce, social commerce and mobile commerce) shopping channels have blurred. Consumers access 
an average of 10.4 sources for research prior to purchase and more than half of retail sales in 2014 will be 
online or Web influenced.5

Omnichannel customers are also significantly more profitable than single-channel consumers. According 
to recent research, omnichannel shoppers spend 76 percent more than those that shop in stores alone.6

Today, on nearly every quarterly earnings call and in every public venue, retail CEOs reference their 
plans and performance around the omnichannel phenomenon. For example, Macy’s established itself as 
“America’s omnichannel store” and appointed a chief omnichannel officer.
 

“We talk a lot at Macy’s about omnichannel retailing. Our customer is multi-
dimensional… She always has her mobile device in her hand. She’s active on 
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube and a dozen other social media sites… It makes no 
difference to us whether she buys something in store and online… or whether she is 
shopping from her desktop computer or her Droid or her iPad. Macy’s best customers 
are those who shop us in store and online… We strive to have a 360 degree view of the 
customer. Today’s customer is not monolithic. And that’s the way we are approaching 
our customer.” 

Terry Lundgren, President, CEO & Chairman, Macy’s

SHOP MOBILE, STORE 
INTERNET COMBINED

*Total = $1643

SHOP STORES ONLY

*Total = $943

AVERAGE CONSUMER PURCHASES

5 https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/research-studies/the-zero-moment-of-truth-macro-study.html
6 http://www.deloitte.com/view/en_US/us/press/Press-Releases/b135a28530bc1410VgnVCM2000003356f70aRCRD.htm

*2013 holiday spend per consumer *2013 holiday spend per consumer
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Retailers and their suppliers no longer need to be convinced of the value of focusing on the omnichannel 
customer, but there remains significant confusion about how to organize and what technologies are 
required to succeed in this new retail landscape.

Most retailers’ operations remain understandably entrenched around a “unichannel” business process 
and technology architecture. Their infrastructure is rooted in the design assumption that consumers will 
research, select and pay for an order in a single shopping channel, and that order will be fulfilled to the 
customer using a single channel.

New Strategy, New Pressures

Now is the time for retailers and suppliers to “operationalize” omnichannel within their organizations. This 
transformation will place enormous pressure on retail trading partners to reinvent how they do business to 
not just remain relevant in a digital commerce world heavily influenced by retailers like Amazon.com, but 
also to gain the critical advantage required for success.

In today’s retail marketplace, the consumer has a clear expectation that the item they intend to purchase 
be available within hours or days, and that it be competitively priced regardless of where they’re seeking 
it. Furthermore, today’s consumer expects that an in-store experience delivers value beyond being able to 
view items in person; they expect elements of a digital experience that complements the information and 
experience they have in store, ensuring a successful purchase.

A SEAMLESS CONSUMER EXPERIENCE
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In order for retailers and suppliers to deliver the omnichannel experience their customers expect (and 
require), organizations will need to reinvent business processes for:

Retailers and their suppliers can’t afford to lag behind when consumers have diminishing loyalty 
to brands that don’t deliver what they want on their terms. While not an easy journey, omnichannel 
integration is imperative for all successful retail organizations.

COMMUNITY

FULFILLMENT

ASSORTMENT

ANALYTICS

 SOURCING

The process retailers, suppliers and other trading partners use to 
integrate with each other to activate usage of the retail network 
with a new company.

The process companies use to discover new trading partners 
that offer desired products and services meeting specific 
fulfillment, item and other requirements.

The end-to-end process of fulfilling the order to the consumer, 
including orders, shipments, payments and returns.

The means used to enable rapid, new item setups and 
automate change management of item information 
among trading partners.

Analysis of trading partner data used to improve sales 
velocity, balance inventory levels with demand and 
enhance fulfillment performance.
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Item Sourcing at the Speed of the Customer

With consumers choosing and buying items from multiple channels, retailers are faced with an array of 
interrelated decisions. Which items should be kept in store? Which items should be sold online? And which 
items should be sold in multiple channels? These questions require massive scale in experimentation 
to enable the right mix of merchandise to optimize commerce sell-through, while ensuring valuable in-
store real estate contains a compelling assortment. All of these goals must be considered while meeting 
customers’ needs for varied item assortment at competitive prices.

Traditional Sourcing Methods Lack Scale
Sourcing new suppliers and items is far from a simple process for retailers. Finding the right match has 
traditionally been a time-consuming process that involves equal measures of art, manual processes and 
long-term relationship development   – all by a dedicated team. When a desired item was found, 
understanding whether the supplier could work with the retailer’s merchandising and fulfillment 
requirements involved a lengthy discovery and negotiation process. Even if all the answers indicate that 
the supplier is a good match, there’s no guarantee they can deliver on their promises.

Clearly, the existing vendor-sourcing model is inadequate for the requirements of today’s omnichannel market. 
The laborious process of vendor sourcing means that finding a new item (and a reliable vendor) can take 
weeks, or more often, months. The reverse of this problem is also true. Vendors have an equally difficult time 
getting visibility and establishing relationships with retailers for their items.

Need for Real-Time Sourcing
What’s more, online channels are the primary source of new item discovery for retailers, and are the proving 
ground for new and untested merchandise. Retailers need to onboard vendors in hours or days, not months. 
They need to quickly cycle items through their website to identify top performers and carefully manage 
item assortments in stores for the same purpose. In today’s marketplace, real-time visibility into a supplier’s 
items and capabilities is quickly moving from nice-to-have to an essential capability for quickly vetting new 
suppliers and items.

RETAILER VENDORS
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Streamlined Community Management Supports a Nimble Supply Chain

Once a retailer finds a vendor that fits its product and technical requirements, the two parties need to 
set up an integration so their business systems can exchange supply chain data, such as invoices, 
purchase orders and shipping notices. The burden of developing and maintaining these integrations 
is typically on the supplier. These integration requirements often span hundreds of pages for each 
retailer, and contain extensive retailer-specific rules for workflow and documentation.

Given the complexity of building point-to-point integrations, it often takes many months to develop a 
new trading relationship and a significant investment of resources from the supplier’s IT department. 
The complexity of trading partner integration using legacy methods is a deterrent to growth for both 
the supplier and the retailer.

As consumers’ appetites for new products continues to explode and their tolerance for waiting for the 
product they want becomes close to zero, streamlining the integration process has become a strategic 
necessity. Suppliers and retailers must be able to instantly connect with each other and provision new
items electronically without creating a new project for the IT department each time.

Assortment Expansion Requires New Item Management Approach 

The role an individual item plays in retailing has never been more fundamental. Item information has grown 
dramatically with the advent and popularity of digital commerce, and its influence now reaches across a retailer’s 
organization, powering everything from search engine optimization (SEO) strategies for customer acquisition 
to fulfillment operations in the warehouse. Item management has become critical, as it powers the assortment 
expansion retailers require to compete effectively for omnichannel consumers.

RETAILER VENDOR
AS
SORTMENT

RETAILER VENDOR
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In today’s omnichannel environment, rising consumer demands are forcing retailers to dramatically expand 
their merchandise assortments to compete with an “endless aisle” of goods. Whereas stores previously carried 
thousands or tens of thousands of items, many retailers now manage 100,000 items or more, with aggressive 
plans to further expand to many hundreds of thousands or even millions of items online.

Effectively managing item data has never been easy. Traditionally, merchandising groups have had 
the sole responsibility of handling the information for the physical store. But in today’s retail market, 
item information spans attributes not required for physical stores, but essential for digital commerce: 
digital images and video, detailed item information and even average customer ratings.

Managing this large and growing data in an efficient and consistent way for any retailer is a challenge, 
particularly when most are relying on manual processes or legacy catalog services to procure this 
information from suppliers. Managing it for a retailer’s entire vendor community requires a fundamentally 
different approach to the business process and technology architecture.

First 50 years
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ASSORTMENT GROWTH FUELS ITEM COMPLEXITY
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Expanded Attributes Drive Sales, 
Feed Complexity
In addition to the growing complexity from 
managing more products, retailers and 
suppliers must manage more item attributes 
than ever before. Used both in store and 
online, attributes describe specific item 
characteristics that are critical to customer 
acquisition, merchandising, sales and 
fulfillment.

More item data is not just nice to have; it’s a 
proven revenue driver. Industry studies show 
a direct correlation between item content 
completeness and higher conversions and 
sales. Not only does robust item information 
help consumers make more informed buying 
decisions, it also powers search results to 
make each item more likely to be purchased.

When customers shop online, they expect 
access to more robust information at their 
fingertips than if they were shopping in a 
store, with many more details that help them 
make an informed purchasing decision. That 
means retailers need to support an expanded 
set of consumer-facing attributes, such as 
item descriptions, detailed images and videos, 
warranty information, and customer reviews. 
In addition, suppliers need to provide retailers 
with an expanded set of attributes to support 
items that are sold online, such as shipping 
descriptions.

While item management is an obvious benefit 
for sales and marketing departments, it is 
also of use and interest across the entire retail 
enterprise. Item data is the connective tissue 
of retail, and can be used to enhance customer 
acquisition, merchandising, demand planning, 
operations, warehousing and transportation.

TRADITIONAL 
RETAILING 
ATTRIBUTES

E-COMMERCE 
RETAILING 
ATTRIBUTES

Organizational
attributes
Selection code
Selection code description
Product ID
Product (ID) description

Item identifier attributes
GTIN
UPC
EAN
ISBN
Consumer package length

Retail attributes
Manufacturer name
NRF color code
Product color code
Product color description
NRF size code
Product size code
Product size description
Available date
Discontinue date
Country of origin

Ordering attributes
Minimum order quantity
Maximum order quantity
Order lead time
Reorderable product
Seasonal availability

Logistics attributes
Master pack/case length
Consumer package length

Retail attributes
Care information
Customizable code
Warranty
Consumer available date

Ordering attributes
Quantity on hand
Drop shippable
Return description
Shipping description
Consumer package length
Consumer item length

Extended retail
attributes
Item extended description
Image URL
Image name
Short marketing message
Long marketing message
Features/benefits
Keywords
Consumer description
Condition
Water resistant
Energy star compliant

Logistics attributes
Master pack/case length

ITEM ATTRIBUTES INCREASE IN THE 
OMNICHANNEL ERA
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Inventory Data Is an Essential Item Attribute
As consumers have raised the bar on their expectations around an item’s availability, retailers and suppliers 
have had to gain visibility into data about quantity and location. The omnichannel shopper can simply pull 
out their smartphone to comparison shop on another retailer’s website or even search available stock at 
nearby stores. If a retailer does not carry the precise item the customer wants at the right price, or if that 
item is out of stock, the customer will take their business elsewhere with the swipe of a fi nger.

Traditional item management systems were never designed to include item inventory and location as 
essential attributes. As a result, retailers and suppliers exchanged a fi nite set of data through legacy catalogs, 
but data that lacked visibility into inventory on hand. In today’s retail marketplace, item location powers 
fulfi llment and drives profi t: why fulfi ll an order originating in San Francisco from a warehouse in Florida, if a 
warehouse in Los Angeles also has the item?

Sharing item data is a foundational component of providing more relevant shopping experiences for 
consumers no matter where they choose to shop. It needs to be driven by automation so that retailers 
can instantly update and incorporate accurate item information from their suppliers, and suppliers can 
automatically publish their latest item information to retailers.

To compete for customers’ mindshare and walletshare, retailers and their supplier communities need to gain 
control and mastery of real-time inventory visibility coupled with rich, robust sources of item information. 
By aligning around a common item management strategy, both retailers and suppliers can market their 
products more eff ectively and therefore sell more items.

Complete item descriptions
Detailed product specs
Consumer reviews
Warranty info
Side-by-side product 
comparison

AND 
if consumers don’t 
get what they 
need at your site, 
competitors are only 
a swipe away

Complete item descriptions
Detailed product specs
Complete item descriptions
Detailed product specs
Consumer reviews
Warranty info
Side-by-side product 
comparison

Complete item descriptions
Detailed product specs
Consumer reviews
Warranty info
Side-by-side product 
comparison

ASSORTMENT INFORMATION FOR OMNICHANNEL
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Customer-Centric Order Fulfillment 

The traditional retail supply chain was designed for one central purpose: to fulfill orders to stores. Fulfillment 
followed an orderly flow in which transactions were simply “pushed” from one part of the supply chain 
to the next. Retailers ordered items from vendors who shipped to the distribution center (DC), and DCs 
shipped to stores as inventory was needed. Finally, customers bought their merchandise at the store, and 
returned it, if necessary, at the store.

In the early days of e-commerce, many retailers either set up their Web operations under a separate business 
organization and fulfillment infrastructure, or outsourced them to best-in-class third-party providers. 
These strategies emphasized speed to market and fulfillment simplicity by avoiding complex systems and 
supply chain integration with the retailer’s traditional business. However, these approaches also isolated 
the customer experience between channels, created duplicate inventory centers, and prevented retailers 
from meeting demand from the most appropriate inventory source whether that is the store, the DC or the 
supplier.

Seamless Order Fulfillment Is the Backbone of Omnichannel 
When customers demand a seamless shopping experience across channels, retailers and their trading 
communities must also support seamless order fulfillment across channels. Customers are looking for 
delivery options, flexibility on timing and freedom from shipping charges. Therefore, all four of the primary 
disciplines of order fulfillment – orders, shipments, payments and returns – have become significantly more 
complex in the omnichannel world.

There is a substantial “ripple of complexity” required in a retailer's back-end systems to deliver the simplicity 
the consumer demands and expects. The industry is rapidly approaching an endless number of fulfillment 
alternatives because the technology and behavioral landscape of retailing is changing so rapidly. The nearly 
infinite ways an order can be fulfilled expose a deficit in the retailer’s readiness to support this kind of 
complexity with legacy back-end system architectures and business processes. As e-commerce has become 
digital commerce, and consumers expect a seamless experience across the board, retailers will struggle to 
meet these needs using legacy systems.

RETAILER VENDORORDER ACKNOWLEDGE

CHANGE PAYMENT

SHIPMENT
CANCEL

RETURN
PAYMENT

CANCEL ORDER
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The industry has learned from its initial forays into e-commerce fulfillment to not build isolated processes and 
infrastructure that inherently do not scale to unanticipated requirements, but instead embrace a single process 
and infrastructure that supports growing, changing fulfillment requirements.

Scenarios like these are becoming the new normal. Consumers will:
• Buy an item online and pick it up in store.
• Try an item in store and have it delivered at home if their exact item is out of stock.
• Use a mobile device to make sure the item is in stock, check shipping costs and pay for the 

item on a mobile commerce site.
• Order online, have an item delivered at home and return it to a store if it doesn’t meet their 

expectations.

More Fulfillment Channels, More Inventory Decisions
Even in a relatively simple scenario with a typical omnichannel consumer, more decisions need to be made 
about how to fulfill the order. For example, if a customer places an order online to be picked up in the store, 
should this order be shipped from the DC? Or shipped directly from the vendor to the store? How much 
more inventory of this item should be ordered?

If this item gets returned, similar questions arise. Should the returned item be kept in store? Or shipped back 
to the warehouse? Or shipped back to the supplier? Where should the customer’s replacement item be sent 
from? How should shipping costs on the return be handled?

In addition, many retailers have extended supply chains that include global trading partners such as 3PLs, 
factories and sourcing companies. Retailers need 360 degree visibility with all of their supply chain partners 
to balance inventory demands across channels.

Today, with the nearly infinite ways an order can be fulfilled, the individual consumer has become the 
forcing function, setting the tempo of change, driving the evolution of retailing and creating a ripple of 
complexity for all trading partners. Clearly, neither the store-based fulfillment model of the past nor the 
siloed approaches to e-commerce will support true omnichannel fulfillment.

“Even in a relatively simple scenario with a typical omnichannel consumer, more 
decisions need to be made about how to fulfill the order. For example, if a customer 
places an order online to be picked up in the store, should this order be shipped from 
the DC? Or shipped directly from the vendor to the store? How much more inventory 
of this item should be ordered?” 
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New Approaches Put Customers at the Center of Fulfillment
Omnichannel fulfillment is a constant balancing act. Retailers are actively seeking broader assortments 
without the need to hold inventory, while also striving to have the right inventory at the right store. And 
when it comes to fulfilling an order, regardless of where that order originated, they’re weighing the costs of 
holding inventory in store, versus fulfilling the order from a DC or directly from the vendor, and the related 
shipping costs. They must walk the tightrope between missing an order due to out-of-stock items and 
ordering too much inventory, leading to overstock items that need to be discounted. And their customers 
keep raising the bar around shipping expectations, as consumers expect near real-time delivery to their 
homes.

For retailers with hundreds or even thousands of vendors, as well as extended supply chain partners, 
achieving seamless order fulfillment across all shopping channels will prove to be a challenge. A 
holistic view of customer demand and inventory is required, and this will be powered by 360 degree
visibility into orders, shipments, payments and returns. Stores will continue to have an important role 
in the fulfillment operations of the future, but consumers must be at the center.

Analytics Unlock the Power of Collaboration and Growth

In the not so distant past, retailers’ data collection was relatively 
straightforward, internally directed and primarily focused 
on historical sales and pricing. Today, consumer-centric 
retailers track everything from transactional information to 
demographic data to brand commentary in social forums.

All of this data, when analyzed with the right tools, and 
shared with the right stakeholders, can drive 
better item sell-through and increased 
profitability. One key aspect 
of retail analytics that 
has been frequently 
overlooked is the data 
that needs to be shared 
among trading partners, 
within a retailer’s 
organization and within 
their suppliers’ organizations.

VENDOR

RETAILER

3PLS

ANA
LYTICS
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Complexities of Data Analytics Across Trading Partners
Retailers and their trading communities often struggle to answer two simple questions: where is the customer 
and what are they buying? Answering these questions depends on having a common view of item sell-through 
and inventory levels that is shared across trading partners. It also requires agreement among all parties that 
the data is the “single version of the truth” that will be used as the gold standard when making decisions. This 
common view of inventory includes data about demand across all shopping channels, as well as data about 
the fulfillment of orders across all shopping channels.

Today, a significant percentage of merchants rely on a siloed approach 
with separate teams and systems managing data for in-store sales, 
mobile commerce and e-commerce. These systems may not even 
be able to recognize when the same item is being sold across 
multiple channels, making the goal of a seamless customer shopping 
experience nearly impossible to achieve.

In addition to the complexity of managing data within their own 
organizations, retailers must manage the complexity of exchanging 
data with their trading partners. These communities often are 
comprised of hundreds or thousands of vendors, as well as 
extended supply chain partners such as 3PLs, sourcing companies 
and factories – each using their own systems and processes for 
managing data.

This leads to three interrelated challenges: capturing the right data 
from all trading partners; normalizing the data across trading partners 
to understand aggregate performance; and turning the data into 
actionable information to drive decision making within the retailer 
and with the retailer’s trading partners.

Building Inventory Intelligence from Trading Partner Data
Retailers, suppliers and other trading partners exchange millions of transactions every single day, spanning 
the entire lifecycle of trading partner relationships – from sourcing and onboarding a new vendor to 
provisioning items and fulfilling an order.

The information exchanged between trading partners is a largely untapped area for gaining insights into 
sales velocity and inventory trends. Consolidating this intercompany data across channels – and across 
trading partners – provides the foundation for gaining the 360 degree view of inventory that retailers need.
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The Emergence of Retail Networks

Fortunately a new model has emerged to address today's omnichannel challenges for retailers and their 
trading partners. Known as retail networks, these communities follow principles similar to popular social 
networks, such as Facebook and LinkedIn. Just as consumer-based social networks have become ubiquitous 
outside of the work environment, these business-based networks will become part of the fabric of the way 
retail companies work together.

Retail networks enable everyone in a given trading partner community to share a common language, 
exchange information they care about and measure performance against mutually agreed upon goals. All 
companies in a given industry join these networks and are immediately integrated with every other member 
of the community as long as both parties agree.

Retail networks are the platform for relieving the pressures on retailers and their trading partners around 
sourcing, assortment, fulfillment and analysis in an omnichannel environment.

Because members are pre-integrated with each other, sourcing new trading partners becomes as easy 
as searching for a former colleague and connecting with them on LinkedIn. Assortment is streamlined as 
vendors’ entire product lines are uploaded into their profiles on the network. Fulfillment becomes virtually 
plug-and-play as trading partners’ order fulfillment preferences and capabilities are already known and 
proven to the entire community.

“Retail networks enable everyone in a given trading partner community 
to share a common language, exchange information they care about and 
measure performance against mutually agreed upon goals.”
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The Building Blocks of Retail Networks

Retail networks have three key components, which work in tandem to help retail trading partners execute 
an omnichannel strategy. These components include: 

 Platform: includes an engine, the network and a graph-based architecture.

 Development environment: enables third-party developers and IT departments to use  
 prebuilt APIs to create applications that integrate with the platform. 

 Business applications: allow trading partners to find, evaluate and install prebuilt applications  
 for their business needs. 
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Cloud Services Manage Common Inter-Company Processes
Although retail trading partners have their own ways of doing business, they share a need for services that 
automate common business-to-business transactions. Retail networks include a prebuilt suite of shared cloud 
services that can be easily accessed and used regardless of what other systems or processes the trading 
partner has in place.

These cloud services are deployed in a multi-tenant model, eliminating the need for trading partners 
to develop their own solutions, or to buy and maintain on-premise software. In addition, the services 
are reused by all trading partners on the platform and continuously updated and refined, ensuring that 
everyone benefits from the latest innovation. These shared services include:

 Communications service: manages communications among trading partners using a  
 growing variety of methods, including AS/2, value-added networks (VANs) and APIs.

 Workflow service: orchestrates the processing of documents and data through the platform,  
 managing queues and order-of-operation flows.

 Transformation service: translates transaction data into a standardized format, and manages  
 and tests trading partner maps.

 Information service: delivers information in the form of reports, analytics and data in response  
 to both human and application requests needed to support trading partner business processes.
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One Network Connection Enables Trading Partner Connections
Once a trading partner integrates its business system (such as an accounting, ERP, WMS or TMS) to a retail 
network using the canonical standard, they can immediately connect to every trading partner in the 
network.

Canonical standards solve sourcing challenges for retailers by enabling instant provisioning of vendors that 
are pre-integrated to the canonical data standard. In addition, vendors that comply with the standard can 
promote themselves to be more easily “sourced” by the retailer.

The canonical data model simplifies item management by enabling trading partners to exchange data 
using a standard canonical format. This allows retailers to speed time-to-market for provisioning new 
items. Canonical standards also overcome the limitations of legacy data exchange methods, such as EDI, by 
expanding the universe of item attributes that can be included while still complying with the retailer’s
item standards.

Using prebuilt integrations, the retail network dramatically streamlines order fulfillment by reducing the 
complexity of exchanging data using a standard integration approach. With one connection to the network, 
suppliers instantly comply with all of their retailers’ current and future trading requirements. This single 
connection eliminates the need to continually update and retest integrations when retailers change their 
specifications since the network always incorporates the latest standard from the retailer.

With a standardized and reusable data exchange protocol for trading partners, a canonical data model is a 
critical element of retail networks.

“Using prebuilt integrations, the retail network dramatically 
streamlines order fulfillment by reducing the complexity of 
exchanging data using a standard integration approach.”
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Canonical Data and Trading Partner Maps Streamline 
Trading Partner Integration
Historically, suppliers have created individual point-to-point integrations, or “maps,” for each of their 
retail trading partners. Every time the supplier landed a new retail customer, they would have to create a 
new map. And every time an existing retail customer changed its requirements, the supplier updated the 
integration to ensure ongoing compliance.

This cycle of creating and updating point-to-point maps is then repeated for each new retail customer 
and each change required by an existing retail customer. Every specification change introduces risk into 
the supply chain, as the new map needs to be validated to ensure the integration performs as expected. 
With the complexity and pace required to execute in an omnichannel world, the point-to-point integration 
model has become untenable.

Canonical data standards, a foundational element of retail networks, eliminate the complexity of integration 
among trading partners. Using canonical maps, both the data output from trading partners and the data input 
to trading partners are normalized to a standardized XML structure. This gives all trading partners 
an agreed upon, consistent method to exchange information regardless of what applications they run.
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Graphs Power Intelligent Relationships
Just as individuals create a network of relationships through their interactions with friends and colleagues in 
social networks, retail trading partners create an online network of relationships through their connections 
and interactions with each other. In computing, a graph architecture is how these relationships are mapped 
and delineated.

In the consumer Internet world, this network of relationships is known as a social graph. The social graph 
includes details about personal relationships that are associated with each member and can be used to 
identify new highly relevant relationships.

For retail supply chain partners, this network 
of relationships is called a commerce graph. 
Collectively, a retail network contains the set of 
relationships among all global trading partners 
on the network and their interconnected 
relationships. More importantly, a commerce 
graph becomes an increasingly rich source 
of big data with metrics on all business 
dimensions, associating trading partners with 
the items they buy or sell, their capabilities, and 
the history of each relationship.

A commerce graph models the relationships 
between and among trading partners, both 
upstream and downstream throughout the retail 
supply chain. It contains a collection of data 
about retailers and suppliers, their connections 
with other trading partners, what transactions 
they process, what items they sell, what fulfillment 
models they use and more.

There are many powerful capabilities a graph-
based supply chain architecture enables – but most critically graph-based architectures enable speed 
and agility – reducing the time to establish retailing relationships and increasing an organization’s ability 
to adapt to changing customer preferences. The commerce graph enables both retailers and suppliers to 
quickly discover new relationships and connections based on the qualities of their other relationships. This 
knowledge transforms the sourcing process and makes onboarding a new vendor or adding a new item as 
easy as adding a friend on Facebook.

The commerce graph also enables powerful predictive associations to be made between and among trading 
partners. Knowledge that a particular item being sold by one retailer is highly correlated to the sell through 
of a related item enables the retailer to identify providers of that new item. Suppliers can also make use 
of similar predictive associations to identify new retailers who would find that supplier’s item assortment 
valuable to its customers.

RETAIL
BUSINESS
NETWORK

A commerce graph shows the network of 
relationships in a retail business network.
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Since a commerce graph has extensive historical data from every participating company’s transactions on the 
network, it also simplifies order fulfillment. Suppliers can view retailers’  historical fulfillment requirements, and 
retailers can view suppliers’  historical fulfillment performance and capabilities.

Applications for sourcing, item management and fulfillment mine the data in the commerce graph to 
provide users with intelligence that makes intelligent, agile use of the vast quantities of information 
flowing through the network.

Development Environment Enables Third-Party Applications
Cloud computing enables the agility and power to create system-to-system connections in minutes or 
less through API-based integration. Retail networks fundamentally enable agility in the supply chain, 
and must be cloud based to deliver the system capabilities the market and customers require. Like other 
community-based platforms, retail networks feature a robust development environment that allows third-
party developers and in-house development teams to create an ecosystem of solutions around a common 
platform.

The development environment provides tools, resources and 
training to build applications that connect to the retail network. The 
development environment includes a published library of APIs that 
enables system-level integration within an organization and with 
the trading partners and technology providers of their business. This 
reduces the friction of data and transaction flow among applications, 
trading partners and the network – while hiding complexities 
associated with transactions – powering the adaptation and flexibility 
required for omnichannel retailing. API-based integration enables the 
flow of common commerce-related transactions across retail verticals 
and fulfillment models, providing a common business language that 
can be shared among trading partners.

Developers can also receive technical assistance to create their own solutions, including software 
development kits, training resources, case studies and related documentation. Once a third-party 
application is developed, it will be tested and validated as a certified solution then marketed to the 
appropriate user community.

By using a centralized development environment, trading partners and application developers can access a 
proven set of tools continuously used and improved by the entire development community. Published APIs 
based on retail industry standards enable the agility and responsiveness retailers and suppliers need to keep 
up with and even ahead of the changing demands of consumers. They also remove complexity and cost, 
enabling the creation of applications that take advantage of the robust data and prebuilt integrations in the 
retail network.
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Third-Party Applications Drive Additional Network Value
Prior to the creation of retail networks, retail organizations often developed custom applications to 
integrate trading partner transactions and communications with their business systems. These custom 
applications required significant technical resources for development and implementation either from an 
in-house IT team or an external consulting partner. In many cases, companies relied on manual processes, 
such as spreadsheets, to avoid investing the significant resources required to create new applications.

Retail networks include an online marketplace or store, where users can find, evaluate and install prebuilt 
applications for their business needs. In the marketplace, users can instantly view applications developed 
by consulting partners and peer companies. The marketplace also streamlines the provisioning of new 
business applications, which can simply be downloaded similarly to how apps are downloaded from 
popular applications sites like the iTunes App Store.

Applications that address common business challenges and automate key processes are available 
for all types of trading partners. Categories of applications include:

 Sourcing applications: help retailers find new suppliers and other trading partners, and help   
 suppliers, 3PLs and others “get found” by retailers.

 Assortment applications: streamline the development and publication of item data, including  
 digital assets.

 Fulfillment applications: provide prebuilt fulfillment applications for specific industry segments  
 and fulfillment models.

 Analytics applications: mine data from sourcing, assortment, fulfillment and other applications   
 to enable informed decision making about sales optimization and inventory management.

 Community management applications: help retailers and other buying organizations onboard  
 and manage trading partner communities.

Application marketplaces within retail networks give retail trading partners access to prebuilt solutions 
for common omnichannel business problems, allowing organizations to more rapidly evolve their 
infrastructure to respond to customer needs.

While the value of retail networks becomes exponentially greater as more users join the network, their 
value also multiplies when more applications are developed and launched to the user community. As more 
retail networks emerge, the platform with the most robust application ecosystem will become the market 
leader.
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Conclusion

With the growing power of consumers to choose how and where they shop, many retail organizations 
are at a crossroads. Their ability to make all selling channels work together to support their brand 
both in store and online can seem like a daunting challenge.

Fortunately, two new technologies have made it possible for retail businesses to reinvent themselves for 
success in the omnichannel world: cloud computing and multi-tenant services. Cloud services are rapidly 
replacing the traditional on-premise software that is deeply entrenched in retail, providing the flexibility 
required for companies to adapt to the evolving requirements of their customers. Similarly, multi-tenant 
services enable companies to scale easily by adding trading partners onto a common, shared platform.

Retail networks, a new type of online community for retail trading partners, have emerged as a 
solution for streamlining omnichannel complexity. These networks are inherently designed to embrace 
innovation and the changes facing retailing, most importantly enabling the adaptation to requirements 
and capabilities not currently envisioned by the market. These new networks give all members access to 
the collective resources and experiences of an established trading community, allowing them to more 
easily overcome the obstacles associated with implementing an omnichannel strategy.

Retail networks are becoming a powerful force in the retail industry as thousands of companies conduct 
millions of transactions per day with other trading partners using the network. Companies simply integrate 
their business system of record into these prebuilt communities to completely transform the way they 
source items and vendors, manage product assortments, fulfill orders, and use data and analytics to 
collaborate with trading partners.

By joining a retail network, organizations can retain their existing infrastructure while accessing modern, 
cloud-based technology to enhance their supply chain relationships.
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Appendix

Definitions of terms

Analytics - Analysis of trading partner data used to improve sales velocity, balance inventory levels  
with demand and enhance fulfillment performance.

Assortment - Used to enable rapid, new item set ups and automate change management of item   
information over time among trading partners.

Canonical Data Model - Normalizes data input and output among trading partners. Enables companies 
to build one connection to the network to connect with every other member on the network.

Community - The process retailers, suppliers and other trading partners use to connect with each   
other to activate usage of an application on the retail business network with a new company.

Development Environment - Provides tools, resources and training to build applications that connect  
to the retail network.

Engine - Shared services that connect trading partners, manage common transactions and improve  
business efficiency. These include:

 Communications - Manages communications among trading partners using a    
 growing variety of methods, including AS/2, value-added networks (VANs) and APIs.

 Transformation - Translates transaction data into a standardized format, and     
 manages and tests trading partner maps.

 Information service: delivers information in the form of reports, analytics and data in response  
 to both human and application requests needed to support trading partner business processes.

 Workflow - Orchestrates the processing of documents and data through the platform,    
 managing queues and order-of-operation flows.
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Fulfillment - The end-to-end process of fulfilling an order to the consumer, including orders,    
shipments, payments and returns.

Graph - A map of relationships among global trading partners in the network. The graph is comprised of:

 Items - Specific products that form the basis for orders.

 Locations - Places where organizations and/or people are located.

 Orders - A record of a transaction associated with an organization, people, items and locations.

 Organizations - Companies that do business in retailing.

 People - Individuals who are associated with organizations.

Network - A community of retail organizations that is presented through trading partner maps and a  
canonical data model in trading partner interactions.

Retail network - A community that organizations in the retail ecosystem join to connect with  other 
members.

Sourcing - The process companies use to discover new trading partners that offers desired products and  
services meeting specific fulfillment, assortment and other requirements.

Trading Partner Maps - Prebuilt connections that enable data exchange between trading partners 
according to their business processes.
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